1. Online Collections, Passkey – access journals, books, and databases from engineering.library.cornell.edu
   Traveling or working from home? Use Passkey to access restricted resources from off-campus - labs.library.cornell.edu/passkey

2. Print Collections - Uris Library has 20,000 engineering books formerly in Carpenter; library annex, Math, and Mann have the rest.
   Course Reserve Requests – Place books on reserve at Uris Library, ask for scanning/uploads. library.cornell.edu/services/reserves or okureserve@cornell.edu

3. Loan periods, renewals, circulation – 6 weeks to one year. Email okucirc@cornell.edu with questions. Check “My Account” from CU Library Home Page to see items checked out and renew. Columbia University Library privileges. Library.cornell.edu

4. Reference, information help, libguides, instruction, suggestions for purchase engrref@cornell.edu, Jeremy Cusker, jpc27, 4-6261 and Jill Powell, jhp1, 5-8701

5. Document delivery, Annex requests, Borrow Direct & Interlibrary Loan Get PDFs and library-to-faculty office delivery of materials held in Cornell libraries. Obtain items outside Cornell. See Services / Borrow Direct at library.cornell.edu

6. Computer labs, group study, Reserve one of four classrooms with computers and customized software, also 4 group study rooms http://labs.cit.cornell.edu/request-a-lab/ Over 100 computers in building.

7. ORCID.org - get an Open Researcher & Contributor ID – which unambiguously link authors to their publications. Increasingly required by publishers and funders.

8. SPARK Talks (Scholars Presenting about Research & Knowledge) Lightning talks by graduate students and postdocs to develop presentation skills. Library.cornell.edu/sparktalks

9. SPARC Authors Addendum to retain rights to use your work in your classes and future works. Sparcopen.org.

10. JournalTOCS – stay current with tables of contents from journals in your field delivered to your email.

11. Scholars@Cornell A discovery tool for finding people, courses, PI grants, labs, etc. at Cornell.

12. Copyright advice at copyright.cornell.edu, see fair use checklist to help with putting items on reserve.

13. Citation/Information management systems, like Zotero or Mendeley help you organize and format citations. See “citation management” on the CU library home page.

14. Data Management Plans – Strategies for writing data management plans and compliance support data.research.cornell.edu/

Digital publishing & scholarship services Help in creating digital collections dcaps.library.cornell.edu
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